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Synopsis 
The general perturbation method presented in an earlier paper 1) is applied to a 

study of some aspects of the Fermi gas model of nuclear matter. The two extreme 
cases of very low and very high particle density are investigated. I t  is shown that the 
theory recently developed by B r u e c k n e r  2) can be considered as an improved low 
density approximation. The validity of some other approximations made in the 
Brueckner theory, involving the energy denominators in intermediate states are 
briefly discussed. The study of the case of high density reveals the interesting fact that, 
contrary to indications presented by S w i a t e c k i  8) and B e t h e  4), the convergence of 
the perturbation expansion gets worse with increasing density, while in that case the 
Brueckner approximation becomes extremely poor. 

I t  is furthermore shown that a slow nucleon, travelling through nuclear matter, can 
be considered as being in a metastable state and an exact expression for the inverse 
life-time of such a state is given; this quantity must be identified with the imaginary 
part of the potential in the optical model. 

I. Introduction. The  Fermi  gas model  of h e a v y  nuclei, which forms the  
subjec t  of the  present  paper ,  is mean t  to give a descript ion of proper t ies  
which are independen t  of the  size or the detai led s t ruc ture  of the  individual  
nuclei. I t  is to  be expec ted  t ha t  some proper t ies  of nuclear  mat te r ,  in the  
in ter ior  of large nuclei, such as the binding energy  per  nucleon or the  shift  
of the  energy  of an addi t ional  nucleon pene t ra t ing  in to  the  inter ior  of a 
nucleus, can be s tudied  b y  considering a large box  filled wi th  in te rac t ing  
nucleons, with a par t ic le  dens i ty  equal  to  the  dens i ty  of actual  nuclei. This  
model  might  be called the  Fermi  gas model  of nuclear  mat te r .  

In  the  pas t  there  have  been several  a t t emp t s  to make  calculat ions of the  
binding energy  of h e a v y  nuclei on the  basis of the  Fermi  gas model,  in 
par t icu la r  b y  E u l e r  and  b y - H u b y  5). The  in te rac t ion  be tween the nucleons 
was t r ea t ed  as a pe r tu rba t ion  and  the binding energy  per  nucleon was 
calculated to second order  in the interact ion.  The  results of such calculat ions 
were not  v e r y  encouraging and  seemed to conf i rm the general  believe tha t ,  
due to  the  s t rong correlat ions between the  nucleons, pe r tu rba t ion  theo ry  is 
inadequa te  for  the t r e a t m e n t  of nuclei. 

Recen t ly  S w i a t e c k i  8) re -examined the  calculat ion of Euler.  He  s tudied 
the  rat io  AEC~I/,4E Ill of the second and first order  te rms of the binding 0 / 0 
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energy AE0 as a function of the particle density of the nucleon gas. He 
showed that  this ratio decreases rapidly with the density. Hence, in the 
limit of large density, the first order term becomes predominant. This 
behaviour raised the hope that, in the case of large densities, the pertur- 
bation expansion would converge well. This expectation however is not 
confirmed, as will be shown in the present paper. 

New interest has been aroused in the Fermi gas model by B r u e c k n e r  
e.a. 2) who proposed a new approach to the many particle problem. The 
method of Brueckner can be considered as an improved Hartree method. 
The interaction between two nucleons is treated exactly, whereas the in- 
fluence of all other particles is taken into account by means of a self- 
consistent Hartree potential. The method aims at giving the theoretical 
foundation of the shell model. Although attempts have been made to adapt 
the method to the t reatment  of finite nuclei, the method of Brueckner is in 
essence an approximation method for the imperfect Fermi gas. There has 
been much discussion on the limits of validity of the Brueckner approxi- 
mation, but this difficult question is far from settled. 

A detailed study of the Fermi gas using perturbation theory was always 
hampered by the fact that  the conventional perturbation theory is very 
inadequate for the t reatment  of many  particle systems. In particular the 
occurrence of terms containing arbitrarily high powers of the number of 
particles in the perturbation expansion was a well known difficulty. In a 
recent paper 1) (to be referred to as I) a perturbation formalism was de- 
scribed which is particularly suited for the investigation of systems with 
many  degrees of freedom. In the present paper several of the results of I, 
where the theory of the Fermi gas was already considered as an example, 
will be applied to some aspects of the nuclear structure problem. 

We base our discussion on a consideration of the two limiting cases of 
very small and very large densities. In section 2, the case of small density 
(the average distance between the particles is then large compared to the 
range of the forces) will be studied. It  is shown how, starting from this 
extreme case, the Brueckner approximation presents itself in a natural  way 
as an approximation for not too high densities. In section 3 we study the 
opposite case where the particle density is high. The leading term of the n th  
order (n > 2) contribution to AE0 is shown to be proportional to k~ +1, 
where the Fermi momentum kF is used as a measure for the particle density. 
This shows that,  in the case of high particle density, the perturbation ex- 
pansion gets worse with increasing density. In the same section the k~- 
dependence of the different terms of the Brueckner approximate expansion 
are calculated asymptotically for large kF, yielding for the n th  order term 
the factor k~ -'~. Consequently the Brueckner approximation is very poor 
and misleading at high densities because it leaves out completely the leading 
effects in this density region. 
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In section 4 the motion of an additional nucleon with momentum ]k[ > kF 
through nuclear mat ter  is investigated. This is of interest in connection 
with the optical model for the scattering of nucleons on heavy nuclei. 
Under some very reasonable assumptions, a state with an additional particle 
with momentum Ikl > kF is shown to be metastable. The expression derived 
in I for the inverse life-time of such a state, a quanti ty  which corresponds 
to the complex part  of the potential in the optical model, leads in lowest 
order of approximation to a formula derived by B r u e c k n e r ,  E d e n  and 
F r a n c i s  e). 

2. The case o/low particle density. In I the energy shift AE0 of the ground 
state of the Fermi gas, caused by the interparticle interaction V, was found 
to be (see I 9.25) 

AEo = <~o0][V- V ( H o -  e0)-lV + .-.]cI~0>. (2.1) 

For the meaning of the symbols one is referred to I. By this formula the 
binding energy -- AEo is expressed in contributions of connected ground 
state diagrams only. Consequently, for large volume f2, AEo is asymptotically 
proportional to ~2. 

If we take spinless particles with central two-body forces (the extension 
to the case of particles with spin will be given when necessary) the first term 
of (2.1) gives 

AE¢o 1) = ½L2(2~)-6 f~" d3ml f ok~ d3m2 (v(0) -- v(ml -- m2) ). (2.2) 

The integration in (2.2) is extended over all momenta  ml and m2 inside the 
Fermi sphere of radius kF (As in I we use the convention that  the symbols 
k, (m,) denote momenta  outside (inside) the Fermi sphere.). If kF is very 
small, corresponding to the case of low density, the integrand can be ex- 
panded in powers of [ml -- m2[. We get in lowest order 

AE(ol' = _ ½~2(2~)-s f ~  dSml fo k~ d3m2 Iml -- m2] v'(O). 

This expression is proportional to k~, six factors kF arising from the 6-fold 
integration and one from the integrand. This last factor would be absent if 
we had taken Serber forces between particles with spin ½. The major change 
in the latter case would be a plus sign in the interaction V instead of a minus 
sign, and the integrand in (2.2) would not vanish for small Jml -- m2]. 

It  is now very easy to see which higher order diagrams give the largest 
contribution to / IE0  for small kF. They are the diagrams with the smallest 
possible number of hole lines. In each order in V there is always exactly 
one diagram with only two such lines. They are of the type as shown in 
figure l a. It  is easily established that  the contributions of these diagrams 
(except the lowest order one) are proportional to kSF, two factors kF arising 
from the integrand. In the more realistic case of Serber forces the diagrams 
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considered would give a contribution' of order k°~. All other diagrams give 
contributions containing higher powers of kF and can be neglected in the case 
of very low density. 

The leading diagrams for low density are seen to correspond to i terated 
collisions between two particles. This result has nothing surprising. Indeed, 
in the kinetic theory of dilute gases it is well known that  all but  binary 
collisions can be neglected. 

a b 

c 

Fig. 1. The diagrams giving the main contribution in the case of extreme low'density. 
The diagrams a, b and c respectively correspond to the ground state, a state with an 

additional particle and a state with a hole. 

For states with the Fermi sea and one additional particle of momentum k, 
or with one hole of momentum m in the Fermi sea, one has to s tudy the 
functions Gk(e0 + z) or Gm(~o + z), i.e., the function G~(e0 + z) defined in 
(I 10.2) taken for a state ]~> equal to Ik;> or I ; m>. The diagrams contri- 
buting to these functions have one external line at both ends. Exact ly as 
before it is seen that  the diagrams b and c of fig. 1 give, in the case of low 
density, the main contributions to Gk(e0 + z) and Gin(so + z) respectively. 
They all have one internal hole line. 

In  the approximation where the contributions of all other diagrams are 
neglected, the energy denominators (st --  ~0) -1 and (st --  so --  z) -1 for the 
intermediate states 17> occurring in AEo, Clk(eo + z) and Gin(so + z) contain 
the unperturbe d energies 8~ --  so. If one wants to improve the approximation 
and incorporate in the intermediate states the energy shift of the additional 
particles caused by the presence of all other particles in the gas, the following 
extension of the low density approximation prdsents itself in a natural  way. 

Instead of equation (I 9.25) for the  energy shift of the ground state, we 
take (I 9.26) as our starting point: 

A E o  = (~0olEV - -  VD(eo) V + ... . . .  ],ol000>. (2.3)  
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Here the matr ix  element involves the contributions of all irreducible con- 
nected ground state diagrams. The factors Dy(eO), which replace the factors 
(e~ --  s0) -1 in the intermediate states of (2.1), are obtained from (I 10.3) 

Dr(~0 + z) = [ ~  - ~o - z - Ov(eo  + z)]-I (2.4) 
where 

~(~ - r')0y(eo + z) = ( ~ ' [ -  v + VD(~o + z ) V  - ...]~aLIr>. (2.5) 

In the lat ter  equation only irreducible diagrams without  ground state 
components  are taken into account. The announced extension of the low 
density approximation is obtained if the irreducible diagrams occurring 
in (2.3) are restricted to the type a of fig. l, while the irreducible diagrams 
in (2.5) are restricted to diagonal diagrams the components  of which are of 
the type b and c. This approximation represents a considerable improve- 
ment  above the original low density approximation. 

As will be shown in section 4 the functions 1)r(s0 + z) for [Y):/:[9o) have 
no pole. However, for small excitation energies, one has in good approxi- 
mat ion 

Dy(~o + z) = Ny(E~ - z)-i  + ~(~o + z). 

with ~r small for z = E r. N r is defined in (I 10.9). E r is approximately the 
per turbed excitation energy of the state Jy}; as shown in I section 10, it is 
the sum of the per turbed energies of the individual particles and holes of 
J7). The equations become formally much simpler if in all intermediate states 
Jy) of (2.3) and (2.5) we put  approximately 

~ # 0  + z) --- (Z~ - z)-l. (2.6) 

If this is done (we come back later on the error involved in this step), the 
improved low density approximation,  described above, becomes equivalent 
to the Brueckner approximation.  To show this equivalence we calculate 
AEo and the functions 0~(eo + z), Gin(e0 + z) from (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6), 
thereby limiting ourselves to diagrams of the type of figure 1. We find 

+ . . . .  
ln'a~x~2 v(mlm2klk2) V(klkg.m2ml) 

e(k'-k)*,(,o+ ~)= -f,~, ~(k' ~,,~k) - ½f~,~,,~ ~-;~ T ~(k' ~k~k~.) ~ -T- ~-kT~, - ~(klk~k); + . . . .  

. [ v(mmlklk2) V(klkgmlm') 

Let us define a quant i ty  G(llld314), depending on the 4 momenta  11121314, 
by the integral equation fd v(lll2klkg.) G(klk21314) 

G(lll~lal4)= v(lll21814) + ~kld~k2 E~+E~+I~m~+~'~ ,~  ' 
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where it should be remembered that  the energy Em of a hole is negative. 
G(lll2lsl4) is the modified scattering matrix of Brueckner. The factor ½ in the 
second term on the right-hand side takes care of the fact thateach intermediate 
state is counted twice. The above equations now reduce to the simple form 

AEo = { f,,~,,~ G(mlm~m2ml), (2.7) 

8(k' -- k)Ok(E,) = -- fro1 G(k'mlmlk), (2.8) 

' E ~5(m -- m )Gin(m) = fm~ G(mmlmlm'). (2.9) 

As shown in I, section 10, -- Gk(Ek) and -- Gin(Era) represent the energy 
shifts of the particle and hole respectively. If we define the diagonal matrix 
<VIWll> = ~(l' --  l)W(l) by 

W(k) = -- G,(E,)  for ]k] > kF 

W(m) = Gin(Era) for ]ml < kv, 

equation (2.8) and (2.9) can be written 

~(l' -- l) W(l) = f dam G(l'mml). (2.10) 

The total perturbed energy of a single particle, with momentum l either out- 
side or inside the Fermi sea (in the latter case this energy is defined as minus 
the energy of the hole), is thus given by 

]ll2/2M + W(l). (2.11) 

Finally, by (2.7) and (2.9), the energy shift AEo of the ground state of the 
system is 

AEo = ½~,m W(m) = ½~'2(2~)-~ f0k*d3m W(m). (2.12) 

In these equations we used the definitions for the symbols 8(m' --  m) and 
fm introduced in I section 2. The formulae (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) corre- 
spond with the formulae (9.14), (9.1), and (9.3) of B e t h e ' s  presentation of 
the Brueckner theory 4). 

A remark must still be made on the approximation (2.6), i.e. the replace- 
ment  of Dr(e0 + z) by (Er -- z) -1" In I section 10 the following formula was 
derived for N r 

- - t  

R~ -x = 1 + G~(e0 + Er). 

Hence, the deviation of IV v from uni ty  is given by G'r(e0 + Er)' a quant i ty  
Which, for small density, has exactly the same kv-dependence as the energy 
shift 0v(e0 + Ev)" If the latter is taken into account as a correction to the 
energy in the intermediate state [7> there is no reason to neglect the former. 
The same holds true for the function ~(s0 +. z). Although it might well 
happen that  by  accidental cancellations the replacement (2.6) would be 
justified, there is no indication to this effect and one should consequently 
not be surprised to find considerable errors brought in by  this approxi- 
mation. 
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3. The case o/high density. We investigate in this section how the various 
terms in the simple perturbation expansion (2.1) of AE0 behave for high 
density, i.e., how they depend on the Fermi momentum kF in the case of 
large ky. We assume theinterpar t ic le  potential not to be too singular. For 
high densities the Fermi sphere has a large radius and the transitions take 
place, only near its surface. Consequently there is a complete symmetry  
between holes and particles in all terms of (2.1), except the first. The contri- 
bution of a diagram (of order n > 2) is not changed if in that  diagram all 
particle lines are replaced by hole lines, and conversely. The first 6rder term 
of (2. I) forms an exception because in the interaction V the ~-operators 
precede the ~*-operators (in the order from right to left). 

This term was already calculated in section 2 and is given by (2.2). In  the 
present case of large kv the leading term of (2.2) is clearly the first. In the 
second term, in view of the factor v(ml --  ms), ml  and rag. are bound to be 
close together (relatively to kF), which gives a strong restriction on the 
domain of integration. Neglecting the second term in (2.2) the energy shift 
per particle is found to be 

AE(o l ) IN  ~- vC0)k3/ |2~ s, (3.1) 

where we used formula (I 2.9) for the particle number N. 
There is only one second order diagram contributing to AEo in (2. I), the 

contribution being given by 

AECo 2) = - -  M (2 )-gfdShl dSkg.  d S m l  d S m 2  . 

V(kl --  ml) s -- v(kl --  ml) v(kl --  ms) 

as is easily found by the method described in I, section 3. The integration is 
extended over momenta  kl and ks outside the Fermi sphere and over ml and 
ms inside it. Let us compare the first and second term in (3.2). In the first 
term, through the factor V ( k l -  ml) 9', the momenta  kl and ml must be 
close together, and, through the factor 6(kl + ks -- ml -- ms), also ks and 
ms. Hence, remembering that  Ikl}, Ikg.[ > kF and Imll, Imsl < kF, for the 
integrand to have an appreciable value, the four momenta  must be close to 
the surface of the Fermi sphere, where two of them (e.g., ml and ms) may  
be chosen arbitrarily. The second term in (3.2) contains the factor 
v(kl --  ml) V(kl --  ms). There all four momenta  must remain in the neigh- 
bourhood of each other at the surface of the Fermi sphere, where only one 
of them can be chosen arbitrarily. Clearly, this term is small compared to 
the first. 

We shall now calculate the main term. Put t ing  kl = ml + q and 
k s - - - - m s -  q, and remembering that  the values of q that  contribute to 
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(3.2) are small compared to kF one can write 

AE~o ~ = -- M~2(2~)-9 fdSq  d3ml dSmg. 
d 

v(q)" 
2kFq(m 

(3.3) 

In the denominator, powers of q higher than the first are neglected. The 
variables/~1 and/~9, are the cosines of the angles of ml and ms with the vector 
q, which is chosen in the z-direction. The integration over ml and ms is 
restricted by  the requirement that  the momenta kl = ml + q and kg. = ms --  q 
lie outside the Fermi sphere. Always neglecting higher powers of q/kF one 
finds after some simple manipulations 

/IECo~,/N = _ { M(2.~)-4f~° dqq3 v(q)2fo 1 d/~l fo 1 d/~9 ~1 #Z(#l +/*z) -1. (3.4) 

This term is independent of kF (in the limit of large kF) whereas (3.1) is 
proportional to k~. In the case of high density the first order term (3. l) is 
much larger than the term of second order, in accordance with the conclusion 
of S w i a t e c k i  mentioned in the introduction. However, as we shall see now, 
some of the terms of higher order in the perturbation contain increasing 
powers of ky. 

We consider an arbitrary connected ground state diagram of order n, 
and investigate how the contribution of this diagram depends on kF, in the 
limit of large kF. The momentum transfer q in each interaction V is small 
compared to ky. In order to find the number of factors kF, we may  put  
simply q = 0. Then each interaction V (corresponding to a vertex in the 
diagram) gives rise to two relations, each of them relating the momentum of 
an incoming line to the momentum of an outgoing line in that  vertex. These 
relations restrict the number of independent variables in the integration, 
thereby reducing the number of factors ky in the result. Such relations can 
be of three types: m~ = m 1, k~ = kj and k~ = mj. Each relation of the first 
two types reduces the number of independent integration variables by  
three. A relation of the latter type, however, gives one additional constraint 
because both k, and mi must be near the surface of the Fermi sphere. In this 
case the number of independent integration variables is decreased by  four. 
One should notice that  the relations corresponding to different points of the 
diagram can be identical. This, in fact, sometimes reduces the total number 
of restrictions on the integration variables considerably. Finally, each energy 
denominator contains a factor kF (as in (3.3)), which gives an extra factor 
k~, -~ in the whole contribution. 

Counting in this way  the number of factors kF of the leading term of each 
diagram, one obtains the following result. For arbitrary order n > 2 the 
diagrams of the type shown in figure 2 give, for large density, the main 
contribution to AEo. As will be shown now, this contribution is of order k~ + 1. 
For the relations between the momenta  in each vertex we take the following 
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choice: 
k~ = m~, (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n). 

The momenta  m, can be integrated independently over the surface of the 
Fermi sphere, which leads to a 2n-fold integration, i.e., a factor k~'t Together 
with the factor k~ -n, arising from the energy denominators, we obtain the 
total factor  k "+1 For the energy shift per particle one can write F E" 

AE(onl/N ,-~ k~ -~, (3.5) 

a result in agreement with our earlier conclusion concerning AE(o ~1. 

Q b 

Fig. 2. This figure shows the type of diagrams giving the main contribution to AEo 
in the case of large density. Diagram a is an axbitrary example o5 this type. The 

contribution of tile s.imple diagram b is calculated in the text. 

The diagram shown in figure 2b is a very simple example of the type 
considered. A straightforward extension of the calculation of (3.4) gives the 
following result: 

AE(n~/N = (-- 1)n-1 3(2~)-2n Mn-1 k~-9"j dqq3 v(q) n 

f01 d/~l ... f01 d/zn/~1 ... #n(#l +/*2)-1 ... (/~1 + / , n ) - l ,  (3.6) 

which is valid for n > 3. For n = 2 a factor ½ must be added to account for 
the two pairs of equivalent lines one has in that  case (see I section 3). Apart 
from this factor (3.6) reduces to (3.4) for n = 2. We see further that  (3.6) is 
in agreement with (3.5). 

Before commenting on these results we shah calculate the kF-dependence 
of the contributions of the Brueckner diagrams of fig. l a. The nth-order 
diagram of this type contains, in the limit of large density, the factor k~. -~. 
For the energy shift per particle, when calculated from these diagrams only, 
we find for n > 2 

AE(o'~)/N ,~ k~.-" (Brueckner approximation), (3.7) 

a contribution which, for large kF, decreases rapidly with n. It is negligible 
compared to the main contribution of the same order for high density. It  is 
even very easy to see that  the Brueckner diagrams, together with the dia- 
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grams obtained from them by interchanging holes and particles, give the 
smallest contributions in this case. 

The conclusion of the above considerations is shown in the following table, 
where for each order n in the perturbation we give the highest power of kF 
occurring in the total energy per particle Eo/N and also the power which 
would be found from the Brueckner diagram of the same order.  

O r d e r  n = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

M a i n  t e r m  2 3 0 1 2 3 4 

B r u e c k n e r  t e r m  2 3 0 - -  1 - -  2 - -  3 - -  4 

One sees that  the terms in the perturbation expansion contain higher and 
higher powers of kF, so that  the convergence of the expansion gets worse 
with increasing density. It  is furthermore seen that  comparison of the first 
order with the second order term in the expansion is highly misleading as a 
test for overall convergence. 

In order to s tudy the validity of the Brueckner approximation B e t h e 4) 
calculated the expression (3.6) in 3rd order in the perturbation. His result 
agrees with ours, apart from some constant factors arising from the fact that  
he uses Serber forces. It  depends linearly on kF for large density. Thus it is 
indeed small compared to the first order  term of the Brueckner approxi- 
mation, but  it is large compared to the Brueckner term of the same order. 
Our general results show clearly that  the Brueckner approximation neces- 

• sarily is very poor in the case of large densities. 
The density of nuclear mat ter  falls in between the two extreme regions 

considered in the previous and present section. I t  is certainly not excluded 
that  the Brueckner method, which is in essence an improved approximation 
method for low densities, is still applicable to actual nuclear matter,  at least 
for qualitative purposes, but one should realize that  this important  issue 
cannot be decided on the basis of the numerical calculations, published so 
far by the various authors working in this field. I t  nevertheless seems clear 
that  the Brueckner method should not be expected to achieve any degree of 
quantitative accuracy. 

4. On the metastable character o[ the excited states. It  was already stated in I 
that, in the theory of an imperfect Fermi gas, none of the perturbed states, 
distinct from the ground state, are exactly stationary. In this section we shall 
show how this conclusion can be reached. We shall base our discussion on the 
considerations in I, in particular sections 1(~ and 14. 

As shown there, to each unperturbed state I,t> ~e 19o> there corresponds a 
quanti ty  ~'~, which is defined as the root of equation (I 10.6). This quant i ty  
E~ is the energy of a stationary state of the perturbed system, provided the 
function (~(*0 + z) is regular at the point z = E~. If, on the other hand, 
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0~(e0 + z) is discontinuous for z crossing the real axis at E~, this energy has 
in general no simple physical meaning. If, however, the discontinuity of 
G~(s0 + z) at z = E~ is small, E~ is the (approximate) energy of a metastable 
state. The discontinuous change of 0~(e0 + z) at ~'~ can then be written as 
2i]~,(eo + E¢,), where the positive energy ]~,(eo + E~) gives a measure for 
the inverse life-time. In fact, as shown by (I. 14. I0), the inverse life-time is 

r~, = No, J~,(eo + E~,). (4. l) 

Without any loss of generality we can limit our considerationg to excited 
states [:~) which are either one-particle states Ik ; ) (one particle in addition 
to the Fermi sea) or one-hole states ] ; m). We have to make an assumption 
concerning the perturbed excitation energies Ek and Em of such states (we 
recall that  Em is defined as negative). We shall namely suppose that  the 
energies Ek and Em have their minimum values for particles and holes at 
the surface of the Fermi sphere, an assumption which is quite reasonable in 
our case. Introducing the perturbed Fermi energy E~, which is equal to 
E~ and -- Era for [k[ ----- [m[ = kF, our assumption is expressed by 

Ek > E~ for [k] > kF, (4.2) 

and E m >  -- EF for Ira] < kF. 

To decide whether the states considered are stationary or only metastable, 
we study the functions G~(*0 + z) and Gm(s + z) which were defined in I 
by the formulae 

~(k' - k ) ~ ( ~ o  + z) = <k 'J [ -  v + vD(~o + z)V - . . . ] ,~c  Ik>, (4.a) 

~(m' -- re)Gin(so + z) = (m'][-- V + VD(eo + z)V -- ...]~ac Ira>. (4.4) 

From these equations and the inequality (4.2), it can be shown that  the line 
of discontinuity of the function Be(s0 + z) is the same for all k and runs from 
Ee  to + oo, while the line of discontinuity of Gm(eO + z) always runs from 
--  EF to + oo. This has, as one can easily see, the consequence that  for 
arbitrary ]k] > kF the iunction G~(e0 + z) is not continuous at ~'~, whereas 
Gin(E0 + z) is not continuous at Era" Thus the states considered are non- 
stationary. 

We limit ourselves to a brief outline of the proof of this important property 
for the case of G~(s0 + z). The argument for Gin(so + z) is similar. The 
essential poiflt is that  in (4.3) one has among others intermediate states with 
energies E~ smaller than E~ (This situation is in contrast with the case in 
field theory where, in diagonal diagrams, the energies in the intermediate 
states are always larger than the energy of the state considered). The proof 
consists of two steps. In the first step one shows that  the line of discontinuity 
of G~(~0 + z) extends from EF to + oo when [k[ = kF. The second step 
extends this conclusion to the case [k[ > kF. 
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I t  must be emphasized that  the validity of the proof rests entirely on the 
use of the equations (4.2) and (4.4), where the energy shift in the inter- 
mediate states is explicitly taken into account. The use of more conventional 
formulae for G~(e0 + z) and Gin(s0 + z) involving the unperturbed energy 
denominators (~ -- z) -1 would easily lead to erroneous results. 

Having thus indicated why no perturbed stationary states correspond to 
the unperturbed states Lk ; > and ] ; m> of one particle and one hole re- 
spectively, we still have to show that,  for momenta  k and m close to the 
surface of the Fermi sphere, these states are metastable. A close examination 
of different approximate expressions for ]~(~0 + x) and ira(so + x), which 
can be obtained from (4.3) and (4.4), reveals that, for Ikl and Iml close to 
kF and for small x > 0, dk(,0 + E~ + x) = O(xZ), d,~(,0 --  EF + x) = O(x2). 
This behaviour immediately implies that  ]k(e0 + E~) and ira(e0 + Era) are 
proportional to ( E k -  EF) ~ and (Era + EF) z respectively, for momenta  
near the Fermi momentum. These quantities are consequently small, thus 
ensuring the metastable character of the states considered. 

The conclusion that  a state of one (additional) particle is not stat ionary 
but, for not too high energies, metastable is in agreement with experiments 
on the scattering of nucleons on heavy nuclei. I t  is found experimentally 
that  slow nucleons travel a considerable, though finite, distance through 
nuclear mat ter  before their kinetic energy gets absorbed to form a compound 
nucleus. The results of such experiments can be analysed by means of the 
optical model 7), where the interaction between the nucleon and the nucleus 
is described by a square well potential with a small imaginary component. 
"-l'he imaginary part  of this potential corresponds exactly with the decay 
constant Fk = Nkd~(eo + E~) given by (4.1). 

On the basis of the Brueckner approximation, B r u e c k n e r ,  E d e n ,  and 
F r a n c i s  6) derived a formula for the imaginary part  of the optical po- 
tential. This formula can also be obtained from the exact formulae (4.1) and 
(4.3) if a number of approximations are made. We neglect in (4.3) all terms 
except the first and replace the function Dy(s0 + z) in the intermediate state 
17> by (E r - -  z) -1. The latter approximation was already discussed in section 
2; it involves among others the omission of the factor Nv belonging to the 
intermediate state. The decay constant F~ is then easily found to be 

~(k' - -  k)Fk = N ~ r  f dy< ; k'lVl~> <TlVlk ; > ~5(E r - -  Ek), 

a formula which reduces to the formula of B r u e c k n e r ,  E d e n  and F r a n c i s  
if also the factor Nk belonging to the state Ik ; > is replaced by one. As stated 
before, the omission of the two factors N~ and Nr can easily lead to con- 
siderable errors in the result. Our formula (4.1) provides, however, the basis 
for more accurate calculations of the inverse life-time of metastable states. 
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